
SOFASOUL.COM.AU

Our efforts 
to work with 
sustainable 
fabrics 

The world’s environment is important to us, and 
we want to do our bit to help. That’s why we have 
introduced a more sustainable range of fabrics.
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SOFASOUL.COM.AU

Nourish your home and soul, from wherever you are in Australia.
Locally made sofas, dining furniture, home decor & more.

Story

Our
SUSTAINABLE

Printed on 100% Recycled Post Consumer Waste
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Big Easy 

Nature’s fibre – 100% Hemp 
Hemp is a natural resource, having been grown for thousands of years providing warmth, 
protection and comfort. Our Hemp is made in Belgium, and is stone washed to help increase 
the softness and flexibility of the fabric. Making it ideal for use in upholstery, drapery, and soft 
furnishings. It is perfectly suited to use for our loose slip cover designs and for ease of use, is 
machine washable on a warm gentle cycle. 

Gentle on the land

Not only is our Hemp sustainable, recyclable and biodegradable – it requires absolutely no 
chemical sprays at all during it’s growing cycle. It uses less water to produce than other natural 
fibres, doesn’t require additional irrigation other than that supplied by nature and requires very 
little energy during harvesting.

The weaving mill where our Hemp is spun and woven are some of the most advanced available 
in Europe. The mills are constantly investing in new equipment and production methods to 
reduce the need for energy and water, and are eliminating or recycling most of the waste.  The 
mill also uses natural gas, reducing air pollution as a source of energy.

An environmentally sound alternative, Peroxide is used for all bleaching (100% chloride free)  
and conforms to strict European E.E.EC environmental standards.

Our sustainable story features designs that include:
Loose Slip Covers

Extend the life cycle of your loose slip cover product
Our product is built to last. Like all fabrics they wear in over time, you can extend the life of your loose 
slip cover product by buying a second cover.  A second cover is a functional and sustainable choice to 
enjoy the relaxing and inviting comfort all year round. We recommend going to your local dry cleaners 
for best results. If you have one of our of loose slip cover designs or if you’re after a new one, we can 
help you on both fronts.

Browse our range of sustainable fabrics in store or online at sofasoul.com.au  

An environmentally friendly fabric  
that uses less water and energy to produce  

– which means less impact on the land
Hemp in Light Ecru

Fully Upholstered

All designs are manufactured locally in Melbourne and feature environmentally friendly FSC certified 
solid timbers and ethically sourced duck feathers. Where foam is used it is accredited with a green star 
rating or equivalent and is locally produced and fabricated. 

You can choose from our natural, organic or new recycled fibres

Fabric
Suitable for  

Loose Slip Covers
Suitable for  

Fully Upholstered Washable

Hemp  
100% stone washed Hemp. Made in Belgium.

Linen Blend   
Showcasing subtle textures, our linen blend is made 
from 51% Linen and 49% Cotton.

Boucle   
Characterised by its nubby feel, our boucle is made 
from 100% recycled plastic bottles, emulating a soft 
and rich texture.

Cotton Blend/Recycled Polyester   
45% Organic Cotton, 55% Recycled Polyester.

Holiday Snuggle Roseberry

Palm Springs 

Steele Avenue Loft

RydellShona Love Seat

Hemp in Denim
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